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PART I.

1. If we have two variables £, rj connected with a>, y, so that

then ^ = ^ and ^ = - ^ . We may show that
ax ay ay ax

* dy'~l d? "W i I \dx) + \dy) ) '
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Since we may interchange z,y and {, rj in this formula, it easily follows

2. Suppose we know the motion of a homogeneous membrane with
given bounding conditions vibrating transversely, say w = <f> (£, >;> 0i
•where w represents the displacement of a point whose coordinates
are (aj, y). Then this value of to satisfies

•where JD0 is the density and Tis the tension of the membrane.
Let a?, y be the coordinates of a point on another membrane which

has sand strewed over it and fastened to it, so that the sand vibrates
•with the membrane. Let the density D of this heterogeneous medium

be g l venby

Then the equation of motion of this new membrane is

TI^£— m(d*w ,<Fw\
d?~ Ux'^dy*}'

But since £, tj are known functions of x, y, we obtain, by substitution in
the equation w = <f> (£, 17, t), the new relation w = \p (x, y, t), which is
the solution of the equation of motion of the new membrane.

Thus the motion of the new membrane is deduced from that of the
first with corresponding bounding conditions.

8. Generally, we do not want the actual motion of the membrane,
but only its possible periods of vibration and nodal lines. We may
notice that these two membranes have the same periods of vibration
and corresponding nodal lines.

4. In this transformation it is necessary that only one point of each
membrane should correspond to any single point of the other mem-
brane within the area considered. If this be not attended to, some
difficulties in interpretation may occur.

5. The new membrane is of course heterogeneous, and it may be
objected that the cases now considered are not such as occur in nature.
If, however, the density be not very variable over the membrane, the
results will nearly represent the motion of a homogeneous membrane.
At the same time we must remember that the results to be obtained are
not merely approximations, but are accurate solutions of the equations.
Such a solution, if short, and obtained by some simple process, is
sometimes preferable to one obtained by a long approximation, even
though the latter may appear to be more directly applicable.

To take a simple example, the oscillations of a homogeneous loose
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heavy chain, suspended from two fixed points, can be found only by
very troublesome algebraical approximations. Bat if we suppose the
chain to be heterogeneous, we may obtain an accurate solution of the
equations. This solution leads to nearly the same . results as the
approximate investigations for a homogeneous chain. See the Author's
" Rigid Dynamics."

To take another example, we may notice that the motion of a homo-
geneous membrane bounded by two radii vectores and two circular
arcs, can be expressed by the help of Bessel'a functions. But the
motion of a membrane bounded in the same way and of tho proper
density, can be expressed by ordinary sines and cosines. This is
much simpler than a solution in Bessel's functions, and helps us to
understand the nature of the motion.

6. We may, if we please, express all this in geometrical language.
Consider first a heterogeneous membrane with any fixed boundary

which vibrates according to the law

tw = $ (x, y, Ot

where w is the displacement of the point P whose Cartesian coordinates
are x, y. Trace on the membrane the two sets of curves whose equa-
tions are /(.», y) = Z, and F(x, y) — tj, where I and 17 are two para-
meters. These curves are to be such that, when the parameters {, if
increase by a constant increment dZ=a or (Z>/=ut the two sets of curves
divide the membrane into elementary squares. That the corresponding
increments of £ and 17 should be equal when these curves form squares,
follows from the proposition that the small corresponding figures formed
on the two membranes by the method of conjugate functions are similar.
It may, however, also be deduced from the relations mentioned in Art. 1.
If ABGD be one of these squares, draw a parallel to the axis of as
through any corner A, and then draw perpendiculars BM and DN from.
the two adjacent corners on this parallel. We have thus two equal
triangles ABM, ADN; the sides in each triangle being the dx and dy
produced by varying first £ only, and then ?; only. It follows from

this that ^ = ^ and ^ = - % The area of one of these squares is
di, dtj dr\ di

( dz dy^__ dx djj\ s

did* dntv
a'

Thus, since the density D is given by

it follows that the mast of each elementary square is the same.
Next, consider the corresponding homogeneous membrane. Draw on

the membrane straight lines parallel to the axes of {, if at a distance a
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from each other, so that each straight line corresponds to one of the
curves drawn on the heterogeneous membrane. Let a new boundary
be drawn which cuts these straight lines at the same angles which the
boundary of the heterogeneous membrane cuts the corresponding curves.

Then the motions of these two membranes are the same at corres-
ponding points. We may consider each to be given by

according as we express w in terms of {, ij or so, y.

7. We may notice that the two membranes are so related that the
masses of corresponding squares on the heterogeneous and homogeneous
mem branes are equa I to each oth er. Thus the whole masses of the membranes
are the same, but differently distributed.

8. Similar theorems apply in changing from one heterogeneous
medium to another, but as this case does not present any novelty, and
is not so simple as the one just considered, we need not discuss it
minutely.

9. Having traced on the membrane the two orthogonal sets of curves"
/(as, y) = £, F(x, y) = 17, where £ and tj are constants, and the functions
both satisfy Laplace's equation, we may trace a third set of curves given

(f )'+(!)'=©'+«)'—
These are, of course, the curves of constant density.

A curve of constant density which passes through any point will cut
the two members of the two orthogonal sets which pass through the
same point at complementary angles. Then we may show that the sines of
these angles are as the radii of curvature of the two members at that point.

To prove this, let us find tan 6, where 6 is the angle the curve of
equal density makes with the curve /(as, y) — {. By simple differentia-

tion,wefind tan6 =

where suffixes, as usual, imply differential coefficients. Since fm = F9

and/ , = —Fm, we see, by substituting in the numerator, that
sinfl^ (Fl-Fl)Frx+2FvFrF,y

But the radius of curvature p of the curve / is given by

Hence, we see that S!P „ = — £ .
sin ff p

10. It is not every heterogeneous medium whose motion can be de-
duced from that of a homogeneous one. If we eliminate { between
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•i t.t • d1 log 7) . d* locr D Awe easily obtain — ~ 1 =-=— = 0.
J dx* dy*

It immediately follows (from Art. 1) that
dMog D , dMogJ) __ A

d? "*" cfcf ~
2%e density of the heterogeneous membrane must, therefore, be suck that its
logarithm satisfies Laplace's equation.

11. For convenience of reference, let (a>,y) be the Cartesian coordinates,
(r, 0) the polar coordinates of a point P on the heterogeneous mem-
brane ; (£,!?) the Cartesian, (p,o>) the polar coordinates of the correspond-
ing point II on the homogeneous membrane.

Suppose we take as our relation between the two points

Then we find *

Thus straight boundaries on the homogeneous membrane parallel to the
axis of I correspond to straight boundaries on the heterogeneous mem-
brane which pass through the origin. At the same time, straight
boundaries parallel to the axis of n correspond to circles whose centre
is at the origin.

The density D is given by

o drl T \rd$)
If r vanish, we have D infinite; it will therefore be necessary to exclude
the origin from the area of the membrane.

12. If, then, we know tJie motion of a membrane bounded by a rectangle,
this transformation immediately gives the motion of a heterogeneous mem-
brane bounded by two circular arcs and any two radii vectores.

Example. — The motion of a rectilinear homogeneous membrane
bonnded by the straight lines I = Alf 4 = ht; q = Â , q = h^, is known to
be given by the type

w = A sin mw . "~^ sin nv ^ ~ n cospt.

where the integers m, n are any which satisfy
m*

V1
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m
where a* = ^.

It immediately follows that the motion of a heterogeneous membrane
bounded by the arcs of concentric circles, whose radii are h\ and /4> and
by two radii vectores 6=-ax and 6 = a,, is given by

A - ( \ogr—\oeJi,\ . I 6—a, \ .
u = A Bin wir —=——. ^ ' sm [ «T -1- J cos w,

\ log hi —log hi/ \ a,—uj/
where the integers m and n are connected by the equation

and the density D of the membrane is given by
D

13. Another useful relation between the corresponding points P and

His

— J
( r \* . « V—J sinnvy

and therefore, in polar coordinates,

By this transformation all radii vectores are turned round the origin
and altered in a known manner.

Also, the density D of the heterogeneous membrane is given by

A88* (7) •
Since 6 = constant makes w = a constant, we see that straight lines

through the origin correspond to straight lines through the origin.
Also, circles whose centres are at the origin correspond to circles whose
centres are at the origin.

If we choose n = —1, we have the ordinary case of inversion; thus

In this case any circle inverts into a circle. The density of the mem-

brane is then given by — = (—) . As this is infinite when p is zero,

the centre of inversion must be external to the membrane.
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14. Example.—The density of a membrane bounded by two ooncentrio
'fixed circles of radii a and b at any point distant p from the centre is
A
—f. Let it vibrate symmetrically so that the nodal lines are concentric
circles, then it may easily be proved that the periods of yibration are

— (777) » where p is such that p (log a—log b) is a multiple of *.
p \ 1 /

Let us invert this with regard to an external point. We immediately
have this theorem.

A heterogeneous membrane is bounded by two fixed circles, centres
0 and 0'. Let 0 be that point which has a common polar line in both
circles, and let this polar line cut the straight line OCO' in the point JR.
Let the density of this membrane at any point P be given by

p = A.( 0B V.
\OP.ltP)

Then this membrane can vibrate so that the nodal lines are circles, and

the possible periods of vibration are — I — ] , where p is such that

p log / = multiple of 7r,
Of • L / C /

and where a and a are the radii of the circles whose centres are 0 and Cf.

15. Example.—The motion of a rectilinear membrane bounded by
the axes of £ and n and the straight lines £ = A, i; = k, is known to be

given by the type w = A s i n ^ ^ sin ̂ 2 cos^,

where the integers m and n are any which satisfy

ml-i.— — P*

Let us invert this with regard to the origiu, we see that—
The motion of an infinite membrane bonnded by the axes of a and y,

and the arcs of two circles whose radii are h', hr, and which touch the
axes of a, y at the origin, is given by the type

. . mirli cos 0 • with' sin 0 M .
w =s A sin Bin cos pr.

r r

where the integers in and n satisfy the equation

provided its density is given by

whero To = tension of the membrane.

ait*
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16. Example.—If we transform the same theorem with » = 2, we
see that—

The motion of a finite membrane bonnded by two straight lines

OA = h't OB — k\ inclined at an angle - j - , and by two rectangular

hyperbolas passing respectively through A and B, and having OB and
OA for asymptotes, is given by the type

. . wirr1 cos 26 . niri* sin 2fl .w = A sin - j sin —— cospt,
II K

where m and n are connected by

provided its density is given by

17. Suppose, in an infinite homogeneous membrane, a very small
circular area of radius c to become rigid, and to be constrained to move
transversely with a motion given by w = A cos apt. Then waves will
spread out equally in all directions, and when the motion has become
steady, the vibration at any point distant p from the centre of distur-
bance is given by w = Jo (pp) A cos apt.

Here we have snpposed e to be so small that Jo (pc) = 1. Such a
small circular vibrating area may, for convenience, be called a source
of disturbance, or more shortly a source.

If we transform tbis theorem by the method of conjugate functions,
we see, for the reason to be given in Art. 22, that the infinitely small
circle will transform into a similar figure, i.e., into another circle.

18. Example.—The vibrations of an infinite homogeneous membrane
bounded by a fixed straight line taken as the axis of z, and acted on
•by a source at some point (£j, *jj), are given by

w = {Jo(PP) ~Ji(PP)\ A c o s «P'i

where f* = tf-1

and P^tf-
so that p, p' are the distances of the point ({, q) from the source, and ita
imago on the other side of the axis of £.

Hence we infer that the vibrations of an infinite heterogeneous mem-
brane bounded by two fixed radii vectores forming a corner of angle

—, and acted on by a source at a point rl0v are given by
n

w = {Jo (pB) —/0 (?&)} A cos apt,
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where c2""2!? = r»- + if-2»-"^cosn(0-0,) ,
o**-*K* = r ^ + r f - 2 r » r ; cos n

. provided the density of the membrane is given by

£=«•(-)
Here r, 6 are the rnnning coordinates of any point of the medium, and
w is the tranverse displacement at the poiut /aw, and DQ is a constant.

PART II.

19. The method of conjugate functions has. been much nsed in
solving Hydro-dynamical problems, and I therefore do not suppose
that the following remarks can contain anything which is perfectly
new. But, in all the applications which I have seen, the change from
one motion to another of a simpler character has been effected by the
use of the velocity and stream potentials. Frequently these are very
complicated, and besides they have to be differentiated and discussed,
in order to find the actual motion of the fluid. It seems to me that,
when we thoroughly know one motion, we ought to be able to state,
without any long discussion, exactly what occurs in any derived
motion. I propose, therefore, to state a few elementary propositions,
by which I think this may be effected, and to illustrate them by some
easy examples which admit of solution in finite algebraical terms.

20. Let us imagine two areas to be occupied, each by a fluid in
motion. Let £, i be the coordinates of a point II in one, aud as, y the
coordinates of a corresponding point P iu the otuor, BO related that

Thus, when the function/ has been chosen, £, rj are known functions
of aj, y.

Let <j> and 4* be the velocity and current function of any motion
within the first area; given by

and lot the boundary be JP\ (£, if) = 0. If wo substitute for £, q their
values in terms of x, y, suppose, wo have

Then these same functions ^ and \p will now bo the volocity nnd cnrrent
functions of a motion in the second area with a boundary Ft (a\ y) = 0.

Thus a motion in the second area, corresponding to a given motion
in the first area, has been foutid by help of the volooity and cnrrent
fnnctionn. From this we may doduco tho threo following propositions.

VOL. XII.—NO. l ' / l . Q
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21. PEOP. 1.—It is obvious that {, ?j are themselves the velocity and
current functions of some motion; if then we write

we may call \i the velocity of the transformation. Thus ft1 is what has

been called — in treating of membranes. See Art. 2.

We may then deduce from Art. 20, that if II and P be corresponding

particles

Thus the actual velocities at any two corresponding points may be com-
pared. The directions of motion at corresponding points are such that
they make equal angles with corresponding lines in the two areas.

If we trace out any two elementary areas in the two fluids by means
of corresponding points, we see, by Art. 6, that ft* expresses the ratio
of these areas. It immediately follows, that the kinetic energies of the
two fluids which occupy corresponding areas are equal. Thus the whole
kinetic energies of the two motions are equal, but differently distributed
over the areas of motion.

This proposition should be compared with the corresponding proposi-
tion in the motion of membranes given in Art. 7.

22. PROP. 2.—If " a source" or "a vortex " exist in one fluid, there
will be " a source " or " a vortex " at the corresponding point of the other
fluid. These will be of equal strength in the two motions. This follows
partly from the last proposition, and partly from the fact that the
angle between any two curves on one area is equal to the angle be-
tween corresponding curves on the other area. Thus, if any infinitely
small network of carves bo drawn on one area, and the corresponding
network on the other, these two networks are similar to each other.

If we sketch, as in Art. 6, the curves whose parameters are £ and 17,
it is assumed that these curves have no double or mnltiple point at the
source or vortex, so that the differential coefficients of I and y with
regard to x and y aro finite. It' tho circumstances of the problem permit
the existence of a point of multiplicity of dcgreo n, then a source or a
vortex at the multiple point will transform into a source or vortex of n
times its strength.

23. PBOP. 3.—Suppose a vortex II of strength m to exist in the first
fluid, at a point whose coordinates are {, 17. Then there will be a
vortex P of equal strength at the corresponding point (x, y) of the second
flaid. But these do not necessarily continue to move so as to occupy
corresponding points. Wo may, however, infer tho motion of P from
that of II by the following rulo :—
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Let x (I, v) be a current function (not the current function of the fluid)
giving the motion of the vortex EL, so that its velocities (not the velocities
of the fluid) resolved parallel to the axes of £ and 7 are respectively

-2£ and — £ . Then the motion of P is given by a current function
an at,
X (®» y) == X (̂ i *0 — o " ^°S /*» **e*> ̂  velocities resolved parallel to the

ft ' ft '
axes ofat,y are respectively -̂ =- and — -^-, and its path is found by

equating x' to a constant. Here fi is the velocity of the transformation as
defined in Art. 21.

In this proposition, £, tj are regarded, as before, as known functions of
0, y, such that their differential coefficients with regard to xt y are finite.

Of course we may easily change this enunciation so as to avoid the
use of the function \. And we may use any kind of coordinates.
Generally, we may say, the current function of P is obtained from that of

II by subtracting -— log (i.

24. The method of conjugate functions seems to me a much more
convenient method of solving a certain class of Hydro-dynamical
problems than the method of Images. By a proper choice of the
formulae of transformation, we may deduce the motion with a compli-
cated boundary from that with some simple boundary. Frequently,
instead of a long series of images, whose effects we have to sum, we
have merely to make some simple substitution. On the other hand,
there is the difficulty of finding the proper formula of transformation
by which to simplify the given boundary. But these we may fre-
quently obtain by the following rule :—

25. Suppose we require the motion of a fluid with sources or vortices
Pv P,, <fec, within an infinite area whose boundary is given by
•̂ 1 (*» y) = 0. Let us remove these sources or vortices, and try to find
a steady a-cyclic motion of fluid with the sume boundary. Snppose this
can be done, and let £, ij be the velocity and stream potentials, so that
V is constant along the boundary Ft; let this constant value be 17 = k.
Then, if we us" 5, v as our formulas of transformation, the given boundary
Ft will transform into a straight line 1/ = 7e, and the area of the motion
will in general transform into the infinite space on one side of this
straight line. Now replace the sources and vortices P,, Ps, &c, there
will be corresponding sources and vortices nx, IT,, &c. in the space
bounded by the straight line 1? = k. The motion of these may, in general,
be found by placing a solitary image for each on tho other side of the
straight lino. Hence, the motion of Pv PJf &c. may bo at once inferred
by the rulo given in Art. 23.

a 2
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26. This method of finding the proper formula? of transformation
applies conveniently when the given boundary is formed by a single
curve extending to infinity in both directions, which can thus be un-
wrapped into the straight line y = k. If the boundary be formed by
two non-intersecting curves, each of which extends to infinity, it is
possible the constant values of 7 may be different along the two curves.
Let these values be k, k\ in this case the motion simplifies into that
between the two parallel straight lines 17 = k, t\ — H. If there be three
such boundaries, the motion simplifies into that between three parallel
straight lines which are not all infinite in both directions.

If the boundary be finite it will be more convenient to regard f, n as
polar coordinates. If we put { == w, 1? = log p, where (p, u) are polar
coordinates of a point II corresponding to P, we may still regard £, n as
conjugate functions of x, y. In this case the finite boundary will trans-
form into a circle. The motion of a vortex outside a circle being
known, that of a vortex outside the given boundary may be deduced.
See Art. 29.

The general result is, that if we know an a-cycllc motion of a fluid
within the space bounded by one or two infinite curves, or the cyclic motion
of a fluid round the outside of a finite boundary, we can, in general, find
(he motion with the same boundary when complicated by the presence of
sources and vortices.

The relations which exist between the conditions at infinity in the
two motions, may be dednced from the formal© of transformation, or
from the rules given in Art. 21. In general, since the whole energy is
unaltered, if the fluid be at rest at infinity in one motion, it will be at
rest at infinity in tho other. '

27. Example 1.—Let it be required to find the motion of a fluid with
a vortex Pt , moving in a corner bounded by two straight lines inclined
at an angle a. This isProf. Greenhill's problem, see " Quarterly Journal,"
Vol. xv.

Removing the vortex, it is well known that a possible motion in such
a corner is given by tho velocity and current potentials {, q, where £, n
have the values given in Art. 13, and na = w. Also, looking at these
values, we see that the area in the corner transforms into the whole
space on one side of the axis of £. These, then, are the proper formulae
of transformation.

The motion of a fluid bounded by the axis of £ with ft vortex E^ at
the point (£„ 17,) is given by the current function

* = - f log {tf-^+O*-*)1! + 1 kgKW^+Oi+ii)1}.
which is obtained by placing an image of the vortex at the point
(£„ —171) and super-imposing the two motions.
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Taking any point in the axis of £ as origin, we shall turn the negative
eide of the axis round the origin nntil it makes an angle equal to a with
the positive side. To effect this we express £, 17 in polar coordinates (p, <•»),

and then write p = 0 ( —) and n> = nd. Thus the stream function at

a point (r, 6) for fluid moving in a corner with a vortex Px at (rM OJ is

The motion of the vortex itself may be deduced after some algebraic
redactions from this value of \f/. But the rule in Art. 23 enables us to.
write down the result. The vortex IIj evidently moves parallel to the

axis of £ with a velocity ~- ; hence its stream function is — log T)V

The velocity of transformation is /u = n (—J . The stream function

which* gives the motion of the vortex in the corner is therefore

X'= Y log (Pisin «j) - Y l o 8 /•

= f l og fa sin n0O.

The path is therefore given by r, sin nOl = a constant. It has not
been assumed in this investigation that w is an integer. If u be less
than unity, the angle of the corner exceeds two right angles; in this
case we cannot assert without investigation that the pressure would be
positive noar the corner.

If two circles intersect in A and B, we may find, by inverting this
result, the motion of a vortex V in the space between the circular boundaries.
Let 6 be the angle the circle thi-ough A, B and the vortex V makes
with either circular boundary, and let o be the angle between the
circular boundaries. Then the current function of the vortex V is

found by subtracting — log p from the value of \ given above, where

/i = f— J, as shown in Arts. 13 and 21. The current function of

the vortex V is therefore

X = ^flog(^r.JBF.sin^).

The path of the vortex is given by the equation

AV. BY. sin ~ = constant,
a

which can be traoad without difficulty.
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28. Example 2.—When the given boundaries are straight lines

parallel to the axes, we may obtain the proper formula) of trans-

formation, by solving the eqnation

by the method usually adopted in linear equations. We have
t\ = Sile1"" sin qy, where p* = q*.

Taking tf = &* sin py, this is the stream function of a motion within
the space bounded by the straight lines y — 0, py = a-, and closed at
the infinitely distant extremity x = — oo. This gives £ =

since -j~ = •—. The space being closed at one extremity, we have, in
dx dy

reality, but a single boundary which we unwrap into the axis of £. To
find the motion of a vortex in such a space, we first find its motion in
the infinite space bounded by the axis of £. If this be expressed in
polar coordinates (p, <•>), we write in oar expression p = e™ and <•» = py.
Corresponding lines at II and P are the radius vector and a parallel
to the axis of x; the ratio of the velocities at II and P ispe?*.

If we wish the space between the given straight lines to be open at
both ends, we merely super-impose on eveiy particle a velocity equal and
opposite to half that of the velocity at the extremity x = + oo.

If we take rt = (e1*—e~p") sinpy, we havo the space bounded by the
axis of y, and two straight linos parallel to the axis of x, viz., y = 0
and py = IT. This gives £ = ( e ^ + C " ) cos joy. These formulae of
transformation enable us to find a motion with a source or vortex in
such a space.

To take a special case, we notice that the stream function of a vortex

moving in the space bounded by the axis of £ is — log tj, as explained

in Art. 27. Hence, the stream function of a vortex in the space be-
tween the axis of x and a parallel to this axis at a distance h, is

•7^-logi;—Tplogjpe"*. Since rj = e^sinjpy, this reduces to

x = Y l o s 8 m -p
after omitting an unnecessary constant.

Inverting this last result, we see that the strenm function of a vortex
in the space between two circles touching at a point 0, is

•where c, c' are the lengths of the diamotors, 0 is tbo origin, and 6 is
measured from the axis of symmetry.
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29. Example 3.—What formate of transformation should we use to
find the motion of a fluid with vortices and sources outside a fixed
curve of any form, so as to simplify the motion to the corresponding
motion about a circle ?

Consider the curve for a moment as a section of an infinite cylinder,
charged with any given quantity of electricity. Let 17 be the potential
at any external point P, whose coordinates are as, y. Then 17 is con-
stant along the given curve, say rj=riv Also the differential coefficients
of 17 will be finite if the given curve (whatever it be) have no cusps
pointing outwards. Take another function t, so that

r [ fdr\ , dn

then £ and n are conjugate functions of x and y. In a Hydro-dynamio
point of view, { and 17 are the velocity and current functions of the
motion of a fluid round the given closed boundary, and therefore, by
Art. 25, supply a proper set of formal© for transformation.

If we now put £ = w+A and 17 = log p + P», where A and B are some
constants to be chosen presently, we see, by Art. 11, that (p,w) are the
polar coordinates of a point II which may be derived from the point P
whose Cartesian coordinates are (z, y) by the method of conjugate
functions. The given boundary which is defined by the constant value
of i}, viz., 17 = r}lt will then transform into a circle whose radius is
given by the value of p corresponding to 17 = nv

Since tj is the potential of a distribution of matter on a curve of
finite dimensions, it is clear that, when P is at infinity, 17 will take the
form 17 = E\ogr+fl, and therefore £ will take the form I — Ed+af

where E depends on the mass of the distributed matter, and may be
taken unity, (a, fi) are two constants depending on the form of the
curve, and (r, $) are the polar coordinates of P. Comparing these with
the expressions for I and 17 in terms of the coordinates (p, <•>) of II, we
see that, if we take A = a, B = /3, and i? = 1, the two sets of ex-
pressions will become the same. Thus, whatever conditions at infinity
hold in one motion, the same conditions will hold in the transformed
motion.

Any motion, therefore, About a closed curve, for which 17 w known, may
in general be deduced from a corresponding motion about a circle.

In this transformation, corresponding lines at P and fi are the lines
of force and the radii veotores. The ratio of the velocity at P to that

Fat II is —, where F is the force at P.
P

30. If, for example, the given carve be an ellipse whose semi-axes
are a,, bly the level curves are known to be confooal ellipses, and the
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lines of force confocal hyperbolas. It has jnst been- proved that the
value of 4 for any branch of a line of force which lies outside the given
curve, is some multiple of the angle the asymptote to that branch
makes with a straight line fixed in space, say the major axis. Hence
if (a'j &') be the semi-axes of any confocal hyperbola, we have

I = tan"1 A..
a

Again, the ellipse and hyperbola may be derived from each other by
the same analytical process, hence the value of i? at any external point
is some multiple of the angle the imaginary asymptote makes with a
fixed straight line. If, then, (a, b) be the semi-axes of any confocal

ellipse, we have i; = ctan"1 . Putting unity for c/—1, and

omitting the constant —log h, where ftf=af—68, this reduces to
tj = log (a+b). We may, however, avoid the use of imaginary quantities.
Let dn be an element measured outwards, of a normal to a level carve

at any point P, p the radius of curvature at P, then log •— = — I —.
an J p

^Taking dn along the minor axis, we have dn = db and p = —. A
Very simple integration then gives 17.

We have I = tan"1 K = sin"1-^-, where h' = a^+V*. We have
a h

also supposed that £ varies from 0 to 2n as P travels round the ellipse.
If, then, we consider h to be always positive, we see that a must follow
the sign of the abscissa of P, and b' must follow the sign of the ordinate
of P.

31. If fluid moving at infinity with a velocity V parallel to the axis
of x, from +00 towards —00, How round a circular disc of radius c, we
know that the motion at any point (p, w) is given by

so that the current function \p is given by

^ = — V(p-~ — Jsinw.

Let us find the corresponding motion round an ellipse whose semi-
axes are (a,, &,), placed with its major axis in the direction of motion.

Taking the two values of £, 7 already found, we have

* = * + ,! = tan-1-51

tj = logp-f-2? = log (a+b)

To make the conditions at infinity the same, we have .4 = 0, J3=log 2.
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Hence p = J ( a+ 6). Also, at the boundary of the given ellipse, we
have c = ! (#! + &!). The current function for the motion about the

ellipse is therefore \b = — \V ( a + 5 — ^ y ) -r-.r V. a + b ) h

Here (a, ft) are the elliptic coordinates of P, so that the Cartesian co-
ordinates (sr, y) of P are

x - ~ , y = ^- , and A1 = a'-fc1 = a*
h h

We may also write this current function in the form

JVb/e 071 Abel's Theorem, By THOMAS CRAIG, United States
Coast and Geodetic Survey.

[Read February 10M, 1881.]

Denoting by s and z two variables, let

express an algebraic relation connecting them and one which is in-
capable of reduction to any simpler form. The solution of this equation
gives 8 as a many-valued function of z, and one for the single-valued
spread of which we require a Biemann's, eay 2^4-1 -fold, surface, which
we may denote by 22. Denoting then by / a rational function of 8 and
0, and considering, as usual, only discontinuities of a polar nature, let

denote the poles of/, and j , , q%... gr.
the zero points of/. Draw, in the usual manner, the systems of cuts
ordinarily denoted by a, b, which have the effect of reducing the surface
JR to a simply-connected surface, say I?v Draw also the non-intersect-
ing lines pl qv

P £>
npon 12,. If we should conceive Bt cut thi'ongh along these lines (pq)
we should obviously have a new surface, part of whose boundaries
would be the two sides of these cuts; without actually cutting the
surface, however, we may still consider the lines (pq) as the partial
boundaries of the new surface, which we may denote by Bn. With the
ordinary conventions for the positive bounding of a surface, we may


